That’s

Entertainment

If you are leaning towards “Live” when it
comes to your event entertainment,
George Pollis of REEL TING has some
advice for you.
Have words with the Band Manager.
If initial emails or phone calls give you a level of comfort and the band manager seems to understand what
you are looking for, you are off to a good start. An
organized person who returns your calls promptly is
the type who will make the right entertainment happen.
See them in action
You could view videos but to really get the best “feeling for the entertainment” you should try to drop in
and see the band performing at an event. Check out
the charisma of the lead singer and observe how
he/she relates to and energizes the guests.
Make sure they play your choices
Get a song list from the band manger so that you can
look over the possibilities. Remember, they are professionals trained to make every song special so just
let them know what you like. It’s also a good idea to
discuss “guest requests”. Most bands are fine with
them, but it’s something to clarify.
Credentials
Most venues require specific documentation to allow
a band to set up and play. Work with your Band Manager to get permit requirements and make sure the
band furnishes what is necessary well ahead of time.
You don’t want last minute snags to cause you unnecessary stress.
Price and Payment
With the current economy, it will be tempting to try to
save money, but be careful -- the band is a crucial
element to your event and you want to be sure they
“perform”. This is not to say that you have to go with
the priciest either. The band manager should have
ideas to help you get the effect you want within your
budget. Of course, make sure you have a signed
contract that states what you are getting and the
price you’ve agreed on. Industry standards call for a
50 percent payment up front and the balance is usually paid on the day of the event.
The name of George’s band “Reel Ting” just makes
you think Caribbean and Steel Drums. If like many
others getting married here in gorgeous south Florida
and it’s a tropical feel you want, Reel Ting delivers.
They bring the islands to outdoor venues like Benvenuto’s European courtyard and are perfect for
beach wedding ceremonies. When it comes time to
break the ice at the reception, no one can resist joining in when LIMBO and congo lines are happening.
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